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BEAUTIFUL, BITTERSWEET JOURNEY OF LOVE. However, it was probably easier than coping with a mom
or older parent with any kind of dementia. What devotion and like Herron showed for this incapacitated
woman who had been so radiant and remarkably able and loving during her young years.. Love in Action I
read the book with an open brain, comparing the story to many of my own experiences with working as
treatment giver in assisted living facilities and in private homes... I have no idea that I would have been
that individual or politically appropriate while knowing that so many infractions were happening. During
several years of advocating for her mother, who could no more move or speak for herself, Jaclynn
journaled her experiences and frustrations.. This memoir is a treasure.JacLynn Herron allows the reader to
join her on a deeply personal and important odyssey: her poignant struggle to ensure her beloved mom
receives the best treatment as she grows older and even more vulnerable. In a cathartic method.The
battle for "compassionate care" for her mother is exhausting. Definitely the tale is filled with lessons that
all folks should be aware of as we traverse through our very own lives.This is a universal story as everyone
has family members that will face this final journey. As will most of us.JacLynn illuminates a variety of
valuable and important lessons. She offers the gift of significant consciousness. A valuable book however,
not for the inexperienced. I, for one, am grateful that she permitted me to accompany her on her
compassionate, profound and important quest.Ultimately Jaclynn and Teen achieve fairly sweet serenity.

Very much merited. My center cried. With tenacity and interest, JacLynn documents every feeling, every
twist and switch, every crushing disapointment and each triumph, regardless of how little, as her precious
mom, Teen, disappears further into the appalling abyss of dementia.I recommend this journey unequivocally.
It is well written and thought provoking. What devotion and love Herron showed for this incapacitated
woman who had been .As a first step in learning more about longer term care, go through Herron's reserve
Singing Solo, In Search of a Tone of voice for Mom, published by North Star Press of St. I recommend this
book, for this has been written with sincerity and honesty.com.. With steadfast dedication, Herron
struggled to obtain excellent care for her mother, and her account of this trying effort is moving, indeed.
The tale conveys the great need for improved, consistent care for the elderly and disabled. And JacLynn
uncovers horrors in the nursing caution system that provide to energize her unfailing dedication... This
publication is for anybody that has a mature parent and could be dealing with the problems of heartache in
dealing with the older parent, especially one coping with any kind of mental illness. Recommending this
publication to anyone is the easiest matter I've completed in my life! My heart goes out to the author and
her Mother.Told with a robust love and clarity that is magical, this precious and personal component of
JacLynn's soul should produce the reader feel empowered, yet sweetly sad.I purchased the publication
from Amazon. Jaclynn Herron's riveting accounts of the 4 years she looked after her ill mother as the
mother was in nursing services truly touched my heart. Helpful at the same time of choosing long term
care for my mother. The author articulates well, the emotions and the reality of coping with a nursing
home. Herron also recommends a visit to the Minnesota Department of Health's website to learn more
about specific lengthy term care facilities. Singing Solo Whether planning your own extended long term or
that of a loved one, you need to know what the long term care experience might be. JacLynn Herron
provides written a delicate, caring accounts of her mother's diminishing capabilities in extended care
services. It was heartbreaking. Prize yourself by purchasing this publication, and understand what a gift it
truly is. This heart-rendering book will capture you rather than let you put it down! Organizations like the
Minnesota Tradition Change Coalition with its mission of "Assisting dignity, respect, choice and self
determination in long term care," work to make sure person-centered care of older people.. Cloud,

Minnesota. Would recommend it for nursing home employees along with families in this situation. For Adult
Children Everywhere I lost my mom to problems from COPD this last July. While Herron lauds those that
attentively cared for her mom as she experienced from the consequences of dementia and a stroke, her
frustration grew from the down sides in coping with the corporate globe which administered those



providers when the treatment was less than expected.. An exceptionally sad story but so very true. And
with much appreciate. Sad and poignant, but displays power of spirit in working with the unavoidable. I
recommend this publication. The only way to hold onto these improvements, as the largest amount of people
in the annals of our country approach old age, is usually to be educated about aging problems. The other
testimonials that are shared on this page are so delicate to JacLynn's trials and tribulations. Words alone
cannot express all of the feelings I experienced while reading this highly personal journey.. But we never
know how we will react until we are in somebody else's sneakers, for sure. Caring for an aging loved one on
a long-term basis is an honor and a piece of our heart that people give away, and then be returned 1000
fold. The little comfort a person can provide can't outweigh the neglect citizens endure in
instutions.Herron's advocacy, and that of others who have noticed firsthand the down sides in extended
care services, has raised awareness and standards of care. "Singing Solo" sings a family's truth Author
Jaclynn Herron provides compelling accounts of her agonizing attempts to secure quality, compassionate
care for her beloved mom, Teen Johnson, in a well-regarded nursing home.. Therefore, after her mother's
loss of life, the journals supplied the author with the basis for a very clear and honest tone of voice in
creating her memoir. Readers may be stunned by some of the book's revelations but may also be touched by
the enduring family love that encircled Teen to the end of her lifestyle. The theme of wanting the very

best for our family members can be universally felt in this beautifully created story.
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